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Our next meeting will be on Monday,  February 

18th at  6:30 pm, at HobbyTown USA.     Watch 

for Logan’s Coupons!  We’ll wrap up around 8 PM 

and relocate to Logan’s for dinner.   

Be On Time if you can!  Emanuel presented me 

with a thumb drive with hundreds of photos form 

our show!  I’ll bring a projector and we’ll set up a 

slide show for all to see. 

Special thanks to Emanuel for again supplying the 

photos from our last meeting.  Page 2 is a 

collection of photos of the models from our last 

meeting  It was a very well attended meeting with 

17 members present.  Two guest, Dan Thomas 

and Rob Lewis were present to learn a bit about 

modeling so they could introduce it as a 

Wednesday night family event at their church.  

Our Next Meeting: Lynn Petty - Chapter Contact 

9018 Oak Haven Drive 

Chattanooga, TN  37421 

hlpetty@comcast.net 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS DATE 

  

Atlanta Model Figure Show 2/15-17/2013 

IPMS/Marietta 3/9/2013 

Cookeville Model  Show 3/9/2013 

Catawba Valley Scale Modelers    

Hickory NC 

3/16/2013 

Knoxville Model Show 3/23/2013 

IPMS/Loiusville 5/18/2013 

This Issue 

Mike Moore gave a rundown of things from our 

show in January.  Final accounting was not 

completed but it appears we landed “in the black” 

which is always a ood thing!  There were 66 people 

registered at the show with 277 models not 

counting the Showcase models and a few others 

that were scattered about the show so we certainly 

topped 300!  General admission was double that 

from last year and certainly contributed to the 

shows success.  More elsewhere in this newsletter 

directly from Mike plus a small sampling of show 

photos.. 
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Photos from 

our last 

meeting 

Model Builder 

1.  USS Albacore Mike Moore 

2.  Mad Max Car Everett Ford 

3.  Sea Harrier Steve Lewis 

4.  ME-163 Lynn Petty 

1 

2 
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ModelCon 2013 
 
Well, our third show is in the bag. And it was a pretty good show if I do say so myself. We made just a bit 
of money, and everyone I've heard from has only had great things to say. As for stats, we were a little un-
der on our registrations, and a little over on the model entries. It seemed like the photo category wasn't as 
popular as we may have hoped, but I was pretty happy with the response to the Showcase display. 
 
All in all, it was, in my opinion, a great show that we can all be proud of. Thanks to everyone who pitched 
in and worked so hard! 
 
Next year?  We've got the same room booked again for the same weekend. The next goal will be to get a 
good flyer put together as soon as possible so we can really hit the spring shows hard with flyers. 
 
One thing I think we may as well let die a natural death is the club build challenge thing. We really aren't 
supporting it much ourselves, and it really doesn't seem to be catching on with any other club except the 
Georgia Mountain Modelers. And congratulations to them by the way. Once again they did a great job and 
kicked our butts again.  

Message From Mike Moore on our show 

The very popular Air Brush Demo! 
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Photos from our 

show  - More at the 

meeting 
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The following is an email chain that I was privy to recently.  Names have been obscured to protect the GUILTY.  It 
should be pretty self-explanatory…like we haven’t all been there before 

Submitted by…anonymous! 

On Feb 3, 2013, at 10:52 AM, <mxxxxxxxxxxd@sxxxxxxxl.nxt> wrote: 

Hello Fxxxxxm Modelers,  

Hope you get a chance to log some quality modeling time today, as well as some quality football and Superbowl com-
mercial watching and obligatory junk food eating.  I aspire to do all these things, plus grade some papers. 

 A few things: …..(a couple items redacted due to irrelevance) … 

1. 

2.  

3.                   I will type up the list of suggested topics for the monthly modeling discussion and send these out 
soon.  My favorite suggestion was for Exv to teach a class on smuggling models into the house so that you wife does-
n’t know.  Classic.  

From: Sxxxx <txxxxxxg.sr@cxxxxxx.net> 

To: Many addresses removed for their protection  

Sent: Sunday, February 3, 2013 11:10 AM 

Subject: Re: Follow Up on last Tuesday Night 

 

I rarely interject.... So clearly this is important.... In my not at all humble opinion... 

On the dilemma of kit hoarding and smuggling.   

I have, in the last few years, set aside cabinet space in the garage. Although we have a garage fridge it is still Man 
World. The stash spot is high above normal reach and you have to want to get up there. The space is ideal for stashing 
kits cause the wife has no need/want to drag outa ladder to spy. It is also in plain sight so not too suspect. We are sim-
ple animals. Don't buy as often but buy quality and she will not notice the rare additions even if she did look. BTW, if 
you look in her closet one day and make the off-handed comment about how she should better store all the shoes 
( instead of piled on the floor) and perhaps help with some shelving, you can get away with multiple purchases on the 
sheer guilt factor alone. This works at least once a year, with slight mods of course. 

Just say'n 
 
Sent from my iPhone 

 
From: Exxxn Exxxxt <exxxxxxx@yxxxxo.com> 

To: Many addresses removed for their protection 

Sent: Sunday, February 3, 2013 5:21 PM 

E-mail Intelligence     -  Mike Moore 

mailto:mxxxxxxxxxxd@sxxxxxxxl.nxt
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Subject: Re: Follow Up on last Tuesday Night 

I don't know what anybody is referring to here.  I only have about a dozen models stashed away.  Two dozen at the 
most.  Well maybe more, but not that many.  I'm getting a bad rap, here.  I'm not addicted to styrene, I can quit buy-
ing models any time I want.  I just don't want to - it hasn't effected me getting to work and I've never had any brushes 
with the Law.  So I bought that 1/32 scale Revell He-219 Uhu today.  Knowing that my wife was going to be in church 
when I got home had nothing to do with it.  I agree, Sxxx, unless we're all married to centipedes, the shoe 'chip' is an 
effective strategy...not that I need it, of course....  

 
Not that I take any pleasure at all in the fact that my wife has arthritis and virtually no cartilage in her knees, 
but there is one positive side effect for me.  As my stash/shop is in our attic, and her knees make stairs a 
hated chore for her, she rarely ventures upstairs.  Which means all a model has to do is get up the stairs, 
and she is none the wiser. 

 

In addition, not only is she a poor woman's Imelda, she is also an inveterate quilter.  Multiply every model in 
my stash by 10, and you may get close to the number of yards of fabric stashed in our home.  Not to mention 
the not one, not two, not three, not four, but FIVE sewing machines (well, Ok, four sewing machines and a 
serger, but really, how many folks know what a serger is?) in the house that make my two airbrushes pale in 
comparison. 

 

All told, I really don't worry too much about my stash.  Other than fire of course.  With all the fabric to feed 
the flames, my stash will melt into a cloud of toxic smoke in a heartbeat!  

It is amazing ot me that a movie almost 30 years old 

still can draw a crowd!  Is it start power?  Yes but the 

star is not Tom Cruise.  The star of course was the F-

14 Tomcat…………... 
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Hey All!! 

We are five weeks away from our contest. Once again, I'd like to invite all of you to attend the show. Also, we 

would appreciate some of you volunteering to help out (judging, model placement, etc.). We have a few ven-

dor spaces left if you would like to participate in that area also. 

Our raffle prizes are looking good too. We have a couple of Wing Nut Wings kits as part of the raffle. 

We look forward to seeing you on March 9th. Bring your best work to enter and some cash to spend too! 

More info at http://ipms-atlanta.org/, should you need it. Or, you can contact me directly. 
Thanks, 

Brian Speer 

Chapter Contact 

IPMS-Atlanta 

770-963-6234 

Message From Brian Speer— R-3 Regional 

These guys supported our show so let’s support them! 

You’ll find a copy of their Show Flyer elsewhere in the rag of a newsletter 

-Lynn 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=gn1qMYfFrro&feature=related    

 

Stan Stewart who was formerly a member of our club was able to attend our show in January.   He shared this e-mail link to a 

webpage recently.   If you haven’t seen it please take a few minutes you’ll find it worth a look.  Thgis is a giant diorama of an air-

port in Germany that operates like a model train layout, complete with airliners taking off! 

 

And From Stan Stewart 

http://ipms-atlanta.org/
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=gn1qMYfFrro&feature=related
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JaxCon 2013 
 
Tom and I loaded up on and made the trip to Jacksonville. Ben was on the passenger manifest as well, but 
events conspired against him, so it ended up a two way split on gas and hotel. The drive down wasn't bad, 
and I didn't even really get lost. The vending, at least for the two of us was pretty lackluster. Neither one of 
us sold too much, and neither one of us bought anything (an absolute first for me). The show though was 
pretty impressive. There were more than 100 entrants and 533 models entered, and a lot of them were really 
nice. 
 
How did we do?  I'd have to say we upheld the honor of the Chattanooga Scale Modelers pretty well indeed. 
We both brought home multiple first places, and Tom added a couple best of awards as well.  But the icing 
on the cake was the Judges Best in Show. Yup, Mr. Gaston (pronounced with a French inflection throughout 
the awards presentation) will shortly receive the Judges Best in Show award for his BA-65 Combat Car. You 
know, the whacked out scratch built kit bash he did with an old Monogram Fw 190 and a bunch of other stuff. 
And I can proudly say that the voting wasn't EVEN close. He won in a landslide!  Congrats to Tom! 
 
And a few pictures… 

JaxCon 2013 -  Mike Moore 
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This started life as a 1/48 scale Monogram Phantom!  Pilot is scratch built. 
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Swann Morton knives… 
I’ve read about these for years.  Swann Morton is a British scalpel maker, originally only making surgical 
scalpels.  I don’t know when, but sometime in the past, they started to market a “craft” line of blades.  Near 
as I can tell, the blades themselves are the same as the surgical blades, just not sterile.  What’s that 
mean?  They are SHARP!  Really SHARP.  I mean REALLY SHARP.  WAY SHARPER THAN XACTO 
blades.  Yeah, go ahead and ask me how I know!  But for some reason, they are also more durable than 
Exacto blades.  They hold their edge better.  The points hold up better.  How many times have you had the 
point of a #11 Xacto blade break off.  Me, happens all the time.  I haven’t broken one of these off yet. 
 
Another couple of benefits.  The handles ain’t round.  So they don’t roll around and off your bench.  The 
blades don’t fit into a twist to tighten collet.  So they don’t get loose on you at in-opportune times. 
(disclaimer…they do make Xacto style blades and handles, but why bother…) 
They are also so sharp, that when brand new, you hardly feel them when they break the skin… 
 
On the down side, you can’t exactly run down to Hobby Lobby, Hobby Town, Michaels, or any of the other 
local outlets for blades.  I got mine from Cincinnati Surgical… 
 
http://www.cincinnatisurgical.com/arts.lasso 
 
Another down side.  The way the blades slot onto the handles makes them a little tricky to mount them and 
take them off the handles.  Ask me how I know. 
 
All in all, the Swann Morton scalpel style blades and handles are a definite upgrade from Xacto knives. 

#2 in the Tools I can’t Live Without Series -  Mike 

Moore 

http://www.cincinnatisurgical.com/arts.lasso
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